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1. Introduction

The reasons for reverse engineering software applications could be many. These include: to understand the design of the software system to improve it for future iterations, to communicate the design to others when prior documentation is either lost or does not exist or is out-dated, to understand competitors’ product to replicate the design, to understand the details to discover patent infringements, to derive the meta model which can then be used to possibly translate the business application on to other platforms. Whatever the reasons, reverse engineering business applications is a tedious and complex technical activity. Reverse engineering a business application is not about analyzing code alone. It requires analysis of various aspects of a business application: the platform on which software runs, the underlying features of the platform that the software leverages, the interaction of a software system with other applications external to the software system being analyzed, the libraries and the components of the programming language as well as application development platforms that the business application uses etc. We argue that this context in which a business application runs is critical to analyzing it and understanding it for whatever end-use the analysis may be put to use. Much of the prior work on reverse engineering in software engineering field has focused on code analysis. Not much attention has been given in literature to understanding the context in which a business application runs from various perspectives such as the ones mentioned above. In our work we address this specific aspect of reverse engineering business applications.

Modern-day business applications are seldom developed from scratch. For example, they are often developed on higher-level building blocks such as programming language platforms such as J2EE in case of Java programming language and .Net in case of C# programming language. In addition most companies use even higher level application development platforms offered by vendors such as IBM’s Websphere and Rational products [18][19], SAP’s NetWeaver [20] and Oracles’ Enterprise 2.0 software development platforms for Java J2EE application development [21] and Microsoft’s .NET platform for C# programming language [22] etc. These platforms offer many in-built capabilities such as web application load balancing, resource pooling, multi-threading, and support for architectural patterns such as service-oriented architecture (SOA). All of these are part of the context in which a business application operates. Understanding this environment is crucial.
to reverse engineering any software since the environment significantly influences how code gets written and managed. Reverse engineering models from business applications written on platforms that support higher level programming idioms (such as the ones noted above) is a difficult problem. If the applications developed involve several legacy systems, then reverse engineering is difficult to achieve due to the sheer nature of heterogeneity of systems. The nuances of each system may make reverse engineering difficult even if the code is built using the same programming language (e.g., Java) using the same standards (such as J2EE) on a given platform.

To understand automated reverse engineering, we must first understand model driven development/architecture [2] [3] and the transformation framework. Model driven development and code generation from models (aka forward engineering) has been discussed in literature. In a model driven development approach, given two meta-models, i.e., a source meta-model and a target meta-model and the transformation rules that can transform the source meta-model into the target meta-model, any given platform independent model that adheres to the source meta-model can be translated into a platform specific model (PSM) that adheres to the target meta-model. The resulting PSM can then be translated into various implementation artifacts on the target platform. This is called forward engineering. By reversing this approach, platform independent models can be extracted from platform specific models and implementation artifacts. Extraction of models from existing artifacts of a business application is termed reverse engineering. Figure 1 shows forward engineering transformation approach while Figure 2 shows reverse engineering transformation approach. The gears in the figures represent software transformations that automatically translate artifacts on the left to the artifacts on the right of the arrows they reside.

**Fig. 1.** Model driven transformation approach in forward engineering.

**Fig. 2.** Model driven transformation approach in reverse engineering.

Prior art [1] [5] [7] [10] [11] [12] and features in vendor tools such as the IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) offer transformation methods and tools (with several gaps) to extract models. However, most of the reverse engineering work has focused on extracting
the structural models (e.g., class models) from implementation artifacts [15] [16] [17]. For example, if a UML model were to be derived from Java code, reverse engineering techniques have looked at deriving structural models such as classes, their data members and interfaces, etc. This approach, although works to a degree, does not provide a high-enough level of abstraction required to interpret the software application at a semantic level. These low level design artifacts lack the semantic context and are hard to reuse. For example, in a service-oriented architecture, modular reusable abstraction is defined at the level of services rather than classes. This distinction is important because abstraction at the level of services enables one to link the business functions offered by services with business objectives. The reusability of the reverse-engineered models with the current state-of-the-art is limited by the lack of proper linkages to higher level business objectives.

In this chapter, we present a method for extracting a platform independent model at appropriate levels of abstraction from a business application. The main motivation for reverse engineering in our work is to port a business application developed on one software development platform to a different one. We do this by reverse engineering the design models (we refer to them as platform independent models) from an application that is developed on one software development platform and then apply forward engineering to translate those platform independent models into platform specific models on the target platform. Reverse engineering plays an important role in this porting. While the focus of this book is more on reverse engineering, we feel that it is important to offer context to reverse engineering. Therefore, our work will present reverse engineering mainly from the point-of-view of the need to port business applications from one platform to the other. In the context of our work, a ‘platform’ refers to a J2EE application development platform such as the ones offered by vendors such as IBM, SAP and Oracle. In this chapter, we present a service-oriented approach to deriving platform independent models from platform specific implementations. We experimentally verify that by focusing on service level components of software design one can simplify the model extraction problem significantly while still achieving up to 40%-50% of model reusability.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we present our motivation for reverse engineering. Then, we present our approach to reverse engineering followed by the results of our experiment in which we reverse engineer design models from the implementation artifacts of a business application developed and deployed on a specific software development platform.

2. Our motivation for reverse engineering: Cross-platform porting of software solutions

If a software solution is being designed for the first time, our objective is to be able to formally model that software solution and to generate as much of implementation/code from the model on as many software platforms as possible. This will serve our motivation to enable IT services companies to support software solution development on multiple platforms. In cases where a software solution already exists on a platform, our objective is to reuse as much of that software solution as possible in making that solution available on multiple platforms. To investigate this cross-platform portability, we have selected two development platforms namely IBM’s WebSphere platform consisting of WebSphere Business Services Fabric [19] and SAP’s NetWeaver Developer Studio [20].
One way to achieve, cross-platform portability of software solutions is by reusing code. Much has been talked about code reuse but the promise of code reuse is often hard to realize. This is so because code that is built on one platform may or may not be easily translated into another platform. If the programming language requirements are different for each platform or if the applications to be developed involve integrating with several custom legacy systems, then code reuse is difficult to achieve due to the sheer nature of heterogeneity. The nuances of each platform may make code reuse difficult even if the code is built using the same programming language (e.g., Java) using the same standards (such as J2EE) on the source platform as is expected on the target platform. There is a tacit acknowledgement among practitioners that model reuse is more practical than code reuse. Platform independent models (PIMs) of a given set of business solutions either developed manually or extracted through automated tools from existing solutions can provide a valuable starting point for reuse. A platform independent model of a business application is a key asset for any company for future enhancements to their business processes because it gives the company a formal description of what exists. The PIM is also a key asset for IT consulting companies as well if the consulting company intends to develop pre-built solutions. The following technical question is at the heart of our work. What aspects of the models are most reusable for cross-platform portability? While we may not be able to generalize the results from our effort on two platforms, we believe that our study still gives valuable insights and lessons that can be used for further exploration.

In the remaining portion of this section, we present our approach to cross-platform porting of software solutions.

3. Our approach to reverse engineering

Models are the main artifacts in software development. As discussed earlier, models can be used to represent various things in the software design and development lifecycle. We have discussed platform independent models (PIMs), and platform specific models (PSMs) in Introduction section. These models are at the heart of forward engineering and reverse engineering. In forward engineering, typically platform independent models are developed by humans as part of software design efforts. In reverse engineering, these models are typically derived automatically using model driven transformations. In either case, the elements that constitute a platform independent model have to be understood. Therefore, we begin with details on what constitutes platform independent models and how to build them.

3.1 Creating platform independent models

Object Management Group (OMG) provides some guidance on how to build platform independent models. Many tool vendors support the development of platform independent models. UML is the popular language of choice in the industry for representing platform independent models. In our work, we build on top of OMG’s guidance on building platform independent models. We enhance the OMG modeling notions in two ways:

1. We use a ‘service’ as first-class modeling construct instead of a ‘class’ in building the structural models. A service is a higher level abstraction than a class. In a service-oriented architecture, the modular reusable abstraction is defined at the level of services rather
than classes. This distinction is important because abstraction at the level of services enables one to link the business functions offered by services with business objectives/performance indicators. Establishing and retaining linkages between model elements and their respective business objectives can play a significant role in model reuse. This linkage can serve as the starting point in one’s search for reusable models. A service exposes its interface signature, message exchanges and any associated metadata and is often more coarse-granular than a typical class in an object-oriented paradigm. This notion of working with services rather than classes enables us to think of a business application as a composition of services. We believe that this higher level abstraction is useful when deciding which model elements need to be transformed onto the target platforms and how to leverage existing assets in a client environment. This eliminates lower level classes that are part of the detailed design from our consideration set. For code generation purposes we leverage transformations that can transform a high level design to low-level design and code. For reverse engineering purposes, we focus only on deriving higher level service element designs in addition to the class models. This provides the semantic context required to interpret the derived models.

2. We define the vocabulary to express the user experience modeling elements using the ‘service’ level abstractions. Several best practice models have been suggested about user experience modeling but no specific profile is readily available for use in expressing platform independent models. In this work, we have created a profile that defines the language for expressing user experience modeling elements. These include stereotypes for information elements and layout elements. Information elements include screen, input form, and action elements that invoke services on the server side (called service actions) and those that invoke services locally on the client (non-service actions). Layout elements include text, table and chart elements.

Fig. 3. Platform independent modeling elements: Our point-of-view
Figure 3 above shows the set of modeling elements that we have used to build platform independent models of a given functional specification. The bottom layer in figure 3 contains the traditional UML 2.0 modeling constructs namely the structural, behavioral and interaction models. These models are then elevated to a higher level of abstractions as services in a service profile. Finally, the user experience profile that we have developed based on the best practice recommendations gives us the vocabulary required to capture the user interface modules.

So far we have discussed the elements that constitute a platform independent model (PIM). To derive PIM models from implementation artifacts one typically develops model driven transformations. These transformations codify the rules that can be applied on implementation artifacts to derive models in the case of reverse engineering. In the case of forward engineering, the transformation rules codify how to translate the PIM models into implementation artifacts. In the next section, we present transformation authoring framework.

### 3.2 Transformation authoring

‘Transformations create elements in a target model (domain) based on elements from a source model’ [6]. A model driven transformation is a set of mapping rules that define how elements in a given source model map to their corresponding elements in a target domain model. These rules are specified between the source and target platform metamodels. Depending on what need to be generated there could be multiple levels of transformations such as model-to-model, model-to-text, model-to-code and code-to-model. Also, depending on the domain and the desired target platform multiple levels of transformations might be required to transform a PIM into implementation artifacts on a target platform in the case of forward engineering and vice versa for reverse engineering. For example, transformations may be required across models of the same type such as a transformation from one PSM to another PSM to add additional levels of refinement or across different levels of abstraction such as from PIM to PSM or from one type of model to another such as from PSM to code or even PIM to code. In our case, we use the traditional PIM-to-PSM and PSM-to-code transformations for forward transformations and code-to-PSM and PSM-to-PIM transformations for model extraction or reverse engineering. Operationally, multiple levels of transformations can be chained so that the intermediate results are invisible to the consumer of the transformations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: Platform Independent Model (PIM) artifacts</th>
<th>Target: SAP NetWeaver artifacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>InputOperationMessage,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FaultOperationMessage,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OutputOperationMessage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServiceComponent</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>BusinessObject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FunctionalComponent</td>
<td>BusinessObject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Transformation mappings between the metamodels of our platform independent model and SAP NetWeaver composite application framework module.
Table 1 shows the transformation rules between the metamodels of our PIM and SAP NetWeaver composite application framework (CAF) (PSM) module. Extracting the metamodel of the target platform may not be trivial if that platform is proprietary. One may have to reverse engineer it from exemplars. We reverse engineered models from exemplars in our work. Figure 5 shows how these transformation mapping rules are developed using IBM Rational Software Architect transformation authoring tool. In this work, we developed the transformation rules manually through observation and domain analysis. Automated ways of deriving transformation rules is an active area of research [1].

Transformation Authoring for Forward Engineering: After authoring the model-to-model transformations, the target models need to be converted to implementation artifacts on the target platform. In our work, our objective was to generate Java code and database schema elements for both IBM WebSphere and SAP NetWeaver platforms. For this we have used the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)’s Java Emitter Templates (JET) [6]. Templates can be constructed from fully formed exemplars. Model-to-code transformations can then use these templates to generate the implementation artifacts in the appropriate format.

As mentioned earlier, the model-2-model and model-2-code generation transformations are typically chained so that the two step process is transparent to the user.
The transformations created using mapping rules such as the ones in Table 1 which are codified using a tool such as the one shown in figure 5 can then be run by creating a specific instance of the transformation and by supplying it a specific instance of the source model (e.g., a specific industry PIM). The output of this transformation is implementation artifacts on the target platform. The obtained transformations can then be imported into the target platforms and fleshed out further for deployment.

**Transformation Authoring for Reverse Engineering:** Figure 6 shows our approach for converting platform specific artifacts into a platform independent model. Platform specific code, artifacts, UI elements and schema are processed in a Model Generator Module to generate a platform specific model. The platform specific code, artifacts, UI elements and schema could be present in many forms and formats including code written in programming languages such as Java, or C, or C++ and schema and other artifacts represented as xml files or other files. A Model Generator Module processes the platform specific artifacts in their various formats and extracts a platform specific model from them. In order to do this, it has to know the metamodel of the underlying platform. If one exists, then the implementation artifacts can be mapped to such a platform specific model. But in cases where one does not exist, we use a semi-automated approach to derive metamodels from specific platforms.

In general, extracting the meta-models for non-standards based and proprietary platforms is an engineering challenge. Depending on the platform, varying amounts of manual effort...
may be required to extract the meta-modal of the platform. If the meta-models are not published or not accessible, then one may have to resort to manual observation of exemplars to derive the meta-model from the exemplar. This means an exemplar with all possible types of elements needs to be constructed. An exemplar contains the implementation artifacts which include code, schemas, xml files etc. The meta-model extraction may be automated using exemplar analysis tools available in vendor tools such as IBM’s Rational Software Architect (RSA). However, an exemplar must be created first to conduct the exemplar analysis. In our work, for the two vendor platforms chosen, we were able to obtain the metamodels for one of the vendor platforms while we had to manually create the other using exemplar creation and exemplar analysis.

This metamodel is then used by the Model Generator Module to generate a platform specific model for specific model instances. Then, filtering is performed to extract only those elements that would be of ‘value’ at platform independent level in an SOA environment. The rationalization and filtering mechanism can employ predefined rules to perform this. For example, models of artifacts such as factory classes for business objects, and auxiliary data structures and code that setup environment variables and connectivity with legacy systems etc need not be translated onto platform independent models. These types of business objects, data structures, application services, their operations are cleansed and filtered at this stage. Then from the platform specific model, we extract service models and apply a service litmus test as given in IBM’s SOMA method [4] to categorize services as process services, information services, security services, infrastructure services etc. SOMA method defines these categories of services. Each service along with its ecosystems of services can be examined in detail to derive this information either automatically or manually. Once done, additional tagging is done on services to note which ones are exposed externally and which ones are internal implementations. The litmus test can be administered manually or can be automated if there is enough semantic information about the code/artifacts to know about the behavior and characteristics. In our work, we used a user-directed mechanism for doing this filtering. A tool has been developed to enable a developer to conduct the filtering. This along with the user experience elements and models are all extracted into a platform independent model via model-driven transformations. In addition one can use code analysis tools to understand the call-graph hierarchy to retrieve an ecosystem of mutually dependent services. Several vendor tools are available for doing this for various programming languages. We use IBM’s Rational Software Architect (RSA) [18] tool to do code analysis [6]. This information is captured and reflected in a platform specific model which then gets translated into a platform independent model via model driven transformations. This helps generate a service dependency model at the platform independent model. The service model and the service dependency information together provide static and the dynamic models at the platform independent level.

4. Experimental results

We hypothesize that by focusing on service level components of software design one can simplify the model extraction problem significantly while still achieving up to 40%-50% of model reusability. We have validated our hypotheses experimentally by transforming the derived platform independent model on to a different target software platform in 5 instances of business processes. This in essence is forward engineering the reverse
engineered models. We believe that this is a good measure of quality of reverse engineered models. If the reverse engineered models are ‘good enough’ to be used as inputs to code generation (onto another platform) that means we have made progress toward model reusability. Therefore, for our experiments we chose to put the reverse engineered models to test. The results are consistent with our hypothesis and show 40-50% of savings in development effort. The two platforms investigated are IBM WebSphere and SAP NetWeaver platforms. We tried our approach on 5 different platform independent models – either modeled or derived. On average, we have noted that by using our transformations we can reduce the development effort by 40%-50% in a 6 month development project (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model-driven Transformations</th>
<th>Effort in hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Back-end Data Objects</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Data Dictionary Objects</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Business Objects</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Services (custom RFCs/BAPIs)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Custom RFC/BAPI(s)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expose RFC/BAPI(s) as Web Services using Web Service Creation Wizard</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish Web Services into Service Registry (UDDI Registry)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing of back-end Services</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Entity Services (Local BOs)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Local (CAF Layer) Business Objects with Attributes, Operations</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Relationship amongst Business Objects</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing of Local BOs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import External Services</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import RFC/BAPI into CAF Core</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import Enterprise Services into CAF Core</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map External Services to Operations of Business Objects</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Application Services</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Application Services with Operations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map External Services to Operations of Application Services</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement Operations with Business Logic</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expose Application Services as Web Services</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish Web Services into Service Registry (UDDI Registry)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing of Application Service Operations</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploy Entity Services into Web Application Server (WAS)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploy Application Services into Web Application Server (WAS)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configure External Services after Deploying into Web Application Server (WAS)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop User Interfaces</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Visual Composer(VC) based User Interfaces</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement GP Callable Object Interface</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop WebDynpro (WD) Java based User Interfaces</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Adobe Interactive Form (AIF) based User Interfaces</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP NetWeaver (Composite Core + Web DynPro)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Model-driven Transformations</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Generated by Model-driven Transformations</td>
<td>48.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Catalogs the development phase activities that our transformations help automate and the development effort reductions associated with them on SAP NetWeaver platform.

Our rationale for focusing on service abstractions in models is to keep the reverse transformations simple and practical. This allows developers to develop the forward and reverse transformations relatively quickly for new platforms and programming languages. In addition, one has to consider the capabilities of various vendor software middleware platforms as well in trying to decide how much of the modeling is to be done or to be extracted. For instance, software middleware platforms these days offer the capability to generate low level design using best-practice patterns and the corresponding code given a
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high-level design. So, trying to extract every aspect of a design from implementation artifacts might not be necessary depending on the target software middleware platform of choice. We believe that this insight backed by the experimental results we have shown is a key contribution of our work.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented our approach to porting software solutions on multiple software middleware platforms. We propose the use of model-driven transformations to achieve cross-platform portability. We propose approaches for two scenarios. First, in cases where no software solution exists on any of the desired target middleware platforms, we advocate developing a platform independent model of the software solution in a formal modeling language such as UML and then applying model-driven transformations to generate implementation artifacts such as code and schemas from the models on the desired target platforms. Second, if a software solution already exists on one specific middleware platform, we propose applying reverse transformations to derive a platform independent model from the implementation artifacts and then applying forward transformations on the derived model to port that software solution on to a different target platform. We advance the traditional model-driven technique by presenting a service-oriented approach to deriving platform independent models from platform specific implementations.

The experiments we have conducted in deriving platform independent models from implementation artifacts have provided useful insights in a number of aspects and pointed us to future research topics in this area. The ability to leverage existing assets in a software environment depends significantly on the granularity of services modeled and exposed. Providing guidance on how granular the services should be for optimal reuse could be a topic for research. Rationalizing services that operate at different levels of granularity is another topic for further research.
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Reverse engineering encompasses a wide spectrum of activities aimed at extracting information on the function, structure, and behavior of man-made or natural artifacts. Increases in data sources, processing power, and improved data mining and processing algorithms have opened new fields of application for reverse engineering. In this book, we present twelve applications of reverse engineering in the software engineering, shape engineering, and medical and life sciences application domains. The book can serve as a guideline to practitioners in the above fields to the state-of-the-art in reverse engineering techniques, tools, and use-cases, as well as an overview of open challenges for reverse engineering researchers.
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